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1. SETTING UP
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1. Setting up

Once you get access to SwingSwiss, you will
receive a notiﬁcation for each indicator on
TradingView.
- Go to “Chart” click on “Indicators & Strategies”
then go to "Invite-only scripts", you’ll see the
indicators. Click on one of them and it will
appears on your chart.
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2. PRESENTATION
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2.1. SwingSwiss

● SwingSwiss displays buying and selling opportunities through
Buy/Sell signals below and above the candles.
● It works on the stock, crypto and commodity markets.
● It is made for long and short trading and has been developed to
perform best on chart intervals equal to or longer than 15
minutes.
● SwingSwiss BUY/SELL is the main product of the suite but
cannot be used alone for optimum trading performance (see
section 3. Strategy).
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In the indicator’s settings, you can choose between two
versions of signals by clicking on "Input".
Version 2 gives you fewer trades but a higher winning
rate.
By clicking on “Style”, you can conﬁgure colors and select
the optional signals you want to display.
IMPORTANT
SwingSwiss works only on
classical candlesticks !
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2.2. Trend Analyzer
Trend Analyzer is the most important satellite indicator of SwingSwiss.
Preventing more than half of the BUY/SELL false signals.
It graphically shows the market trend (bullish, bearish, uncertain) in real time.
The color code is simple: Green = Bullish, Red = Bearish, Blue = Uncertain
The larger the wave, the stronger the trend. A wave that turns positive conﬁrms that it will last for
at least 2 more candles.
In the settings you can change the length of the data. By default the indicator analyzes on a base
of 5 which is the optimal length for any time unit <= 1 day. If you trade the weekly charts, increase
the length to 10.

2.3. Blink RSI
Blink RSI shows in real time the status of the RSI on other time frames.
Green squares mean that the RSI is below 30 while red squares show that the RSI is above 70.
It is a simple indicator for those who like the RSI or the ones that base their strategy on it.
Blink RSI is used to warn of a trend change:
Let's say you are on a 30mn chart and the RSI Blink shows that over the 5mn, 10mn and 15mn
charts the RSI has gone above 70 (red). It might be interesting to short the asset on 30mn while
there is still time.

Do not trade on Blink RSI alone

The control panel allows you to choose up to 5 diﬀerent
timeframes!

2.4. Sup/Res

Sup/Res displays up to ten diﬀerent support and resistance lines.
It's super reliable and ultra-customizable. It's more accurate and it saves time.
Moreover, the indicator calculates in real time the distance in % and $ between the market price
and the support/resistance lines.
It is perfect if you need to set your price limits on a swing trading strategy or to scalp a 5mn
chart.

3. STRATEGY
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3.1. Determine if a signal is workable
●

Statistically, the 15mn, 30mn, 2h, 7h and 12h charts are the most proﬁtable.

●

Signals can appear and disappear during the life of a candle. This is normal. It is necessary
to wait until the candle closes to be sure of the signal’s quality.

●

Sometimes SwingSwiss will short on 4h and long on a smaller TF. This is normal. Each TF is a
world and one does not prevent the other. In this case, the asset can go down globally in the
4h chart but go up for 1h during this period.
○

●

On the other hand. It is easy to understand that it is riskier to trade against the upper
TFs. If for example I long the 2h chart and a Sell Signal is on the 4h chart, then I take
more risk in this Long trade than if 4h was also long.

Always use SwingSwiss and Trend Analyzer: backtests show that Trend Analyzer avoids
more than 60% of SwingSwiss losing trades.
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3.2.SwingSwiss + Trend Analyzer
1 - Do not long an asset if the
Trend Analyzer is red on that
period.
2 - Avoid going long in a blue
area that is in an intense
selling period.
3 - Do not short an asset in a
green area.
4- Avoid shorting in a blue area
that is in in an intense bull run.

IMPORTANT
We do not use Trend Analyzer
to exit a trade. Only to get in.

“The stock market is a device for transferring money
from the impatient to the patient”
- Warren Buﬀet

There will always be opportunities, do not rush into unadvised trades!

3.3. Trading strategy example (basic)
Look at the daily chart and be aware of how SwingSwiss reacts. Is it longing ? Is it shorting ?
You must trade in the SwingSwiss direction on the daily chart. (for Wise+) :
●

Go on your preferred TF (H7, H4, H2, H1).

●

Set up your alerts and wait (in once per minute or stay in front of the chart).

When a buying signal appears :
●
●
●

Test the signal with Trend Analyzer few minutes before the candle closes.
Look at the upper TF (ex : H2 ->H4) if the signal is the same. Check the lower TF if the
signal starts to be created. (for Wise+)
Place a position on your TF and close it when a Sell appears in the lower TF..
Ex : Buy on H4 and sell on H2.

●

The best TF pairs for this strategy in crypto are: 1D-H12, H4-H2 et M30-M15
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3.4. Another Strategy
●

Go to the Daily chart and add an “Once per bar” alert or, stay in front of the chart

●

When a buy signal appears (long):

●

●

○

Test it with Trend Analyzer 1 hour before bar close

○

Activate the 3Commas bot manually so that it buys directly at bar close or just place a
market/limit order. The choice is yours.

To exit your position, you can:
○

Use Sup/Res and ﬁnd a resistance on this TF or in a lower TF that suits you

○

Put a Sell alert at bar close on the 12H chart.

○

Wait for uncertainty from Trend Analyzer (Blue)

BNBUSDT is the best performing and most proﬁtable pair for this type of trades followed by
BTCUSDT
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3.5. List of the most proﬁtable (and constant) TFs to each pairs.
Trading at bar close. Buying/Selling on the same TF.
Without Trend Analyzer.
(Perfect For Bots or complications free strategy)

●

BTCUSDT : 30mm,

●

ETHUSDT : 7h,

●

BNBUSDT : Daily,

●

LINKUSDT : 2h,

●

AVAXUSDT : Daily,

●

SUSHIUSDT : 2h (mais aussi très performante sur 15mn),

●

ORNUSDT : Daily

Can't ﬁnd your pair? Send us a message on TradingView
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3.6. Not to do !

(SwingSwiss)

Do not trade an asset if you miss the Buy signal. Being late is already too late !
Do not sell at a time-frame higher than your buying time-frame. Never !
Always wait the end of the candle (unless you’re already in a trade, losing and you KNOW it will
continue going against you). The signal can disappear. The algorithm performs well even if
sometimes it is a little bit late of one or two candles. It is okay ! The essential is to proﬁt!
Avoid trading cryptos or stocks with low volume. The indicators are based on researches about
behavioral economics and mass behavior. No volume, no mass, no good signals.
Do not mix Strat Killer and SwingSwiss. Both are based on diﬀerent variables. They are not
correlated ! Do not Buy/Sell on one and Buy/Sell on the other, never !
It is not recommended trading on TF<M15 unless we told you too in our list or in the chat.

3.6. Not to do ! (basic)
- Do not keep a losing trade if it passed your acceptable loss.
- Do not use aggressive strategies by taking disproportionate
positions like the martingales.
- Do not take impulsive trades based on bad suppositions, emotions
or FOMO.
- Avoid trading in the low TF, where the friction costs are more
important.

4. Miscellaneous
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4.1. Setting up an alert
SwingSwiss gives you diverse type of alerts based on different type of signals. You will be warned
each time a signal is triggered depending on the alert you chose.
-

Click on “…” then on “add alert”

-

Condition must be set on “SwingSwiss Suite”

-

The best Buy/Sell signals (those you see on
your chart by default) are the V2 signals.
By default, TradingView will propose the
V1signals be aware.

✔

✔

4.1. Setting up an alert

Only Once means that
the alert will occur
only once before it get
deactivated. We use it
rarely.

Once Per Bar Close means that the alert will occur
each time the condition is fulﬁlled at the end of the
candle. This is the alert used by SwingSwiss because
trades are made at candle close.

Once Per Bar means
that the alert will
occur every time the
condition is fulﬁlled,
but no more than once
per candle.

Once Per Minute
means that the alert
will occur every time
that the condition is
fulﬁlled but no more
than once per minute.

